Methods arc presented for computing three types of simultaneous confidence and prediction intervals (exact, likelihood ratio, and linearized) on output from nonlinear regression models with normally distributed residuals. The confidence intervals can be placed on individual regression parameters or on the true regression function at any number of points in the domain of the independent variablea, and the prediction intervals can be placed on any number of future observations. The confidence intervals are analogous to simultaneous Scheffe intervals for linear models and the prediction intervals arc analogous to the prediction intervals of Hahn (1972). All three types of intervals can be computed eJ1i.clently by using the same straightforward Lagrangian optimization scheme. The prediction intervals can be treated in the same computational framework as the confidence intervals by including the random erron as pseudoparameters in the Lagrangian scheme. The methods are applied to a hypothetical groundwater model for ftow to a well penetrating a leaky aquifer. Three different data sets are used to demonstrate the effect of sampling strategies on the intervals. For all three data sets, the linearized confidence intervals are irtferior to the exact and likelihood ratio intervaJs, with the latter two being very similar; however, all three types of prediction intervals yielded similar results. The third data set (time drawdown data at only a sini\e observation well) points out many of the problems that can arise from extreme nonlinear behavior ofthe regression model.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear regression modelins has become a valuable tool for investigating complex physical systems in which uncer tainties in describing and measuring the system preclude the use of a deterministic modeling scheme. The nonlinear regres sion model supposes that a set of observations {Y" 1 SIS II} of the physical system are related to a p x 1 vector of un known parameters Pthrough the stochastic model
where Y is an II x 1 observation vector, and II is an II x 1 vector of random variables assumed to satisfy the distri butional structure (2) where Q) is a known II x II, positive definite, reliability matrix.
The vector of regression functions IlP) will depend on measurements of one or more independent variables, but for notational convenience we do not explicitly denote this depen dence in (1). We are concerned mainly with models that are nonlinear in aU of the parameters p. Although the methods presented in this paper remain valid for models that are linear in a subset of the parameters, in such cases more efficient procedures could be developed to take advantage of the par tial linearity of the model (see, for instance, Williams [1962] and Halperin [1963] ).
Consider the problem of statistical inference for (1) . The
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investigator is usually interested in estimating a set of scalar functions of the parameters {gl(P), g2(P) 11'<') may be difficult to obtain and, if the model is highly nonlinear, 11.(6) may, in fact, be a poor estimator of 11'<'). A set of (1 -«) 100% simultaneous confidence intervals for 111 (P), I1z(P), ... is defined as a set of intervals (L,. 0,) such that the probability is 1 -IX that g,(P) lies within (L I , OJ for all i simultaneously, no matter how many intervals are computed. Because they include information on model reliability, simul taneous confidence intervals on g.<P) are much more informa tive than point estimates. Hence it may not be crucial to solve the difficult problem of determining statistical properties of point estimators for nonlinear models provided efficient meth ods for computing simultaneous confidence intervals can be developed. In the framework of a linear regression, simulta neous confidence intervws are known as SchetTe intervals. They can be easily computed (see, for instance, Graybill [1976, pp. 198-200] ), and the point estimates g, (6) In the present study we use the GaussNewton optimization method. Because the optimization problem is nonlinear, convergence problems sometimes arise. Thus we present some conditioning and oscillation-dampening procedures to minimize these difficulties in the numerical implementation of the scheme. Finally, we apply the techniques to calculate simultaneous confidence and prediction intervals on the output from a hypothetical groundwater model for flow to a well penetrating a leaky aquifer.
SOME TYPES OF NONLINEAR CONFIDENCE REGIONS
In this section we review several methods for obtaining joint confidence regions on the parameters of (1). Confidence regions on I• may be classified into exact regions and approximate regions. An exact (1 - 
which is n x p and, in general, depends on b. We assume throughout that X is of full column rank and that n > p + 1. Define a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank p, 
To simplify the derivations that follow, we assume that the random error eg is independent of e in (1); that is,
In this case, toga-28K2 has a X2 distribution with one degree of freedom and is clearly independent of (5) the likelihood ratio region (10) generally coincides closely to has an F distribution with p + 1 and n -p degrees of freedom the specified probability level of (1 -or). In contrast, the actual and a (1 --or) 100% prediction region for the vector (pt, e•)r is probability that • lies within the linearized region (12) may given by differ considerably from (1-cz). The key to this difference between the two regions is that the boundary of (10) is a true probability contour {that is, a contour of equation (8)), while the boundary of (12) is not a true probability contour because it involves assuming that the contours of (8) To obtain simultaneous prediction intervals on m future observations, the right-hand side of (17) needs to be replaced with a value such that the probability is ( 
GENERAL METHOD FOR COMPUTING CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
In this section we describe briefly a general method for using a joint confidence region on the parameters to compute nonlinear confidence intervals on various functions of the parameters. In the following section, the general method is specialized for application to the nonlinear confidence intervals developed in the previous section. It is also straightforward to apply the method to nonlinear prediction intervals.
The procedures used here are similar to those used in a previous paper [Cooley and Vecchia, 1987 ] to obtain intervals on output from hand-calibrated groundwater models.
Let a scalar function of parameters for which a confidence interval is desired be given by g(p), and let a problemdependent continuous vector function of the parameters and data be given by q(Y; p). (The term "problem-dependent" is used to describe a quantity whose precise definition depends on the particular situation to which the general method is to be applied.) interval on any parameter fii or on f•c(P), the mean of the dependent variable at a fixed point K in the domain of the independent variables. In particular, for a groundwater flow model, fs:(P) is the hydraulic head computed at point K. We can also find confidence intervals on other output quantities from models, but only intervals on fii and fs:(P) are considered in the present paper.
Equations used to compute the confidence intervals are based on equa.tions for the boundaries of the confidence regions on parameters that have been put in the form of (25). By using these equations and the quantities on which the confidence intervals are desired (fii and f•:(p)), definitions of q(b), A, dx_: 2, and g(b) can readily be obtained by inspection. Based on these definitions, specialized forms'of (30) and (31) are then computed using definitions (27) and (28).
Boundaries of Confidence Regions
The boundary of exact region (7), with X being the n x p sensitivity matrix, satisfies the equation Table 1 gives definitions for quantities in (30) and (31) based on comparison of (25) and boundaries (36)-(38). All quantities in Table 1 Note that % at some probability level • can be regarded as
The boundary of the linearized region can be written using 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
For an example of finding confidence intervals on output from nonlinear regression groundwater flow models, we will consider a hypothetical aquifer and aquitard system where the aquifer and aquitard are both homogeneous, of constant thickness, and infinite in areal extent, and where the specific storage of the aquitard is negligible. A single pumping well penetrates the aquifer, and the total simulation time was divided into two pumping periods. There are two observation wells, and 11 paired observations in time were taken at the wells. Numerical information for the problem is given in Table  3 . Errors • in observed drawdowns were generated to be N(0, 1 ft 2) (1 ft2= 0.093 m :) random variables. Temporal correlations in the errors could be incorporated in the analysis through the weight matrix to, but to simplify the example problem we assume that the errors are uncorrelated.
The analytical solution of Hantush and Jacob [1955] , generalized to apply for more than one pumping period, forms the groundwater flow model from which drawdown, s --f([I), and sensitivities were calculated. These were used in the appropriate equations given in Table 2 to obtain the desired confidence intervals. Methods used to obtain the drawdowns and sensitivities for this leaky aquifer problem are given in the appendix. Based on the numerical information given in Table 3 , three cases were developed: (1) the full data set for which n = 22 and p = 3; (2) reduced data set constructed by using paired observations at t = 0.5, 10, 60, 90.5, 100, 150 days for r = 100 ft and r = 600 ft, for which n = 12 and p = 3; and (3) time drawdown data set constructed by using all time observations at r=100 ft, for which n=11 and p=3. Cases 2 and 3 allowed determination of the effects of the two subsampling strategies on the confidence intervals. All confidence intervals are based on • = 0.05; that is, they are 95% intervals.
Regression estimates and confidence intervals on parameters for the three cases are given in Table 4 . Note that all corresponding intervals increase in size from cases 1-3. This appears to result because of the decreasing number of obser- The effects of nonlinearity are more pronounced for case 3, but even in this case they are significant only from 0 to 10 days and after 95 days, where the nonlinearity is especially significant. After 95 days, the lower linear bound is negative, and after 120 days the linear interval does not even contain the true drawdown. After 95 days the solutions for the lower to indicate that the bound had been reached. Singularity of nonlinear bounds become singular. The bounds, which are the solution became a problem when trying to determine the lower likelihood and exact bounds on T and the upper likelihood and exact bounds on R. In both instances the singularity was caused by the production, by the search procedure, of parameter sets for which the computed drawdowns tended very quickly to steady state. In this case the storage coefficient had negligible influence on the solution, and the problem became deficient in rank by one. Therefore bounds were approximated by using the search procedure described previously. For T, for all practical purposes the bounds approach zero, and the search process was terminated at the values given in Table 4 . For R, the approximate values shown in Table 4 (A2) were numerically integrated with a scheme explained further on. Equation (A1) was used for w < u and (A2) was used for u _< w. Sensitivities to T and R derived from (A!) and (A2) were also numerically integrated and are as follows. 
